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INTRODUCTION 
Consider the uniformly elliptic differential operator lu define 
(l.l) :l(u(%,y)) = -(A(x;y)u(%,y) ) -
_(B(z^ y)u(%,y)Jy - (c(%,y)u(%,y)y)y+ ])(%,y)u(%,y)^  
+ E(%,y)u(%,y)^  
v/Iier.e k, 5^ and 0 £ , D and 2 £ C , for 0 < c.<< 1. Since 
is uniformly elliptic^ there is a positive constant ^ such that 
L and C > Along with (loi) v/e consider operator 
(lo2) Lu = Mu + Pu, 
V/e are interested in solving-, by finite difference teclinicues^ 
the boundary value proolea 
(1.3) Ii(u(^:^y)) + ?(%^y)u(x,y) = S(2:^y) in G 
(1.4) u(%,y) = g(x,y) on G\ 
where C- is an open connected region with piecewise boundary C-'o 
further assume P > 0, and P^ 2, and g g C o Prorn Sers, John and 
Schechter (2, p. I36), we have strong enough conditions placed on 
the differential equation and the region so that a unique solution 
2-j-c' 
u vz C exists and depends continuously on G + G' and the boun­
dary condition g« 
In this paper we propose a five-point difference scheme of 
po s i t i v e  t y p e  f o r  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  ( 1 , 3 ) 0  
If the differential operator (l.l) is self-adjoint, then the cor­
responding difference operator will also be s elf-ad joint. VJith 
the conditions placed on the coefficients of the differential 
2 
eouation the method is o(l). If, instead, we assume A, B, and 
C € and D, E, P, and S 6 ^ , then the method is shovm to 
be 0(h)» It is possible for five-point difference schemes to be 
of order h^ for certain Birichlet problems. (See Mac Neal (ll), or 
Varga (14, pp. I8I-I91), for example.) The proposed method is 
intended to be done numerically on a digital computer. In order 
to solve a general elliptic equation, this method cannot be shovrn 
to be of an order greater than h; but,in special cases this method 
may be O(h^). 
Difference equations for solution of elliptic differential 
equations v/ith a mixed derivative term have been proposed by 
Greenspan (6), (7), and Greenspan and Jain (8), Discussion of 
convergence of general difference schemes for elliptic differential 
equations has been done by Motzkin and V/asov/ (12), Bers (l), 
Greenspan and Parter (9) and others. Theorems on existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of finite difference equations and con­
vergence of the solution of the difference equation to the solution 
of the differential equation ha/e been done in the literature for 
difference equations of positive type. See, for instance, Parter 
(13) or Greenspan and Parter (9)» Existence, uniqueness, and con­
vergence proofs contained in this paper will be modifications of a 
somewhat more general theory to fit the needs of the problem at 
hand. 
DEVELOPI:S}Iî OP 0E2 jDI??3HEKCS EQ,UAYI0jI8 
T'he theoretical discussion of an arbitrary elliptic eouation 
usually involves transforming it into soir.e standard form, generally 
one involving the Laplacian and lower order derivatives in u. 
V/einherger (l6^ p. 44.) or Garabedian (5, p. 59) shows that if a 
transforaation 
(2.1) 'nz'r, ^ c J.h ; ^  u. 
is performed on the differential operator (1.2)^ the: 
(2.2) li(ii) + Pii = - j 4. ^ 
+ L:("rj -f Puo 
Definition 2,1 
^ 1 
V/e define a first canonical form of IJu -r Pu as 
(2.3) - ' vT ( : ; '"^) ^ \ , ®( J 5 f ( / > •••; )l:' 
This requires that the coefficient of u ^ vanish and the coeffici-
 ^L 
ent of u be the same as that of u_ « These conditions deter-
mine 0", d, e, and f, but not uniquely. Usually this is the de­
sired form» 
Definition 2.2 
V/e define a second canonical form of Mu -r Pu as 
(2.4) -(A»( J , i? )u , ), - )u, ),„ + M 
4- E*( j ^ '/|^)uy, + F*( ^  , 'n )u. 
Hers the only reouirenent on the transformation is that the coeffi­
cient of U-. ^ vanish. If the coefficient of u . vanishes^ then 
(2.5) 
Therefore, if $ f 0, 
( 2 . 6 )  +  =  
J y y 
Hence, when ^ -r 3V| 
\ . jj /' -r CV'] 
(2.7) ' 
) X _ oy _ V :•: [jr_ 
Ij''^  " 4 :c 
if v/e choose ^ € C , so that A^n -r / 0. v;e can solve for 
L ^ 1% [y ' ' 
I using ( 2 . 7 )• Then if ^ = constant along solutions of 
to «1 È1 ^ ~ y 
' ' 
the coefficient of the mixed derivative vanishes. Since the 
elliptic eouation remains elliptic under the non-singular trans-
forr.iation (2ol), the coefficients of u^ and Uy,have the sar;.e 
algebraic sign. This choice of | and takes (lo2) into the se­
cond canonical form (2,4), 
Techniques to obtain a first canonical form of (l.2) are dis­
cussed in Courant and Hilbert (4^ pp. 154-1'^3) or C-arabedian (5, 
pp. 57-68). 
If a transformation of (1.2) into either the first or second 
canonical form can be obtained, it might be most desirable to ob­
tain the transformed equations and to proceed analytically as far 
as possible. For a sycteE in first or sccond canonical for:.-., nu­
merical procedures have been suggested by Varga (l/., PP» I6I-I91), 
and others. Also^ the numerical method v/e describe in this paper 
can be applied to the transformed equation with possibly a better 
rate of convergence 'ûhan v/ould be obtained on the original ec-oation, 
17e assume the differential operator (l«2j cannot be put into 
a canonical form^ and v/e must proceed numerically^ The operator 
(l«2) is transformed into coordinates, using the transfor­
mation which puts (1.2) into the second canonical form. 









dr ~ A ^ 
and A > c > 0^ dy/d% is bounded; hence . ^ 0 and S r f 0. 
V/e form a net on the region G -f G% Choose a horizontal and 
a vertical base line. On the horizontal line mark off intervals 
of length h^ so that every point (%^y) in the region G -r G' has 
an Y. coordinate that falls in some interval of the base line. 
The values of h^ need not be equal ; however, a unifoi-m step size 
is convenient. Along the vertical line mark off intervals of width 
k., choosing the k_. all equal. After the net is computed, it might 
0 Û 
6 
apnear that a different vertical spacing: v/ould be tetter, due xo 
too lar^e net spacing in so~.e parts of C- 4- G'. In that case^ a 
different spacing might be chosen to correct this problem. 
I 
/ 
figure 1» i-legion G -r G' 
Using- each point on the vertical as a starting point, solve xhe 
differential e a nation dy/dzc = B/A. Ihitend the solution in each 
direction until the solutions pass cut of the region G. It nay 
be necessary to add extra starting points on the vertical to cover 
the entire region G + G- by the net. VJe nov; have a set of net 
points v/hich are aligned vertically. "X? = constant on net points 
on any vertical line. = constant along "curves" obtained by 
solving dy/dx = B/A. 
We form the boundary as follows: Along the lines V, = con­
stant connect the last interior point in G + G' with the first point 
? 
Outside» ïi% for example^ the region is convex^ then xliic hapvjonc 
at the top and bottom of the region» The intersection of the verti­
cal line = constant with G' is taken as a boundary not point» 
No points outside G -f- G' are used as net points. Along "cuz-vos" 
I = constant, connect the last point inside G G' with v.he first 
point outside by a straight line» The intersection of the line 
with G' is taken as a boundary net points 
Figure 2. ïxiet Points on G + G' 
'He require that the numerical method used to compute the net 
2 
be of order h . This is meaningful since first partials of 3/A 
are C in G -f G'« If higher order derivatives exist, then a 
higher order method may be practical to give faster convergence of 
the solution of the partial differential equation since the order 
of tliG method depondû upon the accuracy of the numerical prccoduro 
uisd to cor;.pute tlie net points a In case tlio differential operaTor 
is already in first or second canonical forni, i.e. the nized deri­
vative is absentj the net is rectangular and it is not necessary 
to use the differential equation to forz ito 
' Does the nethod described actually forn the desired net? Do 
the solutions pass cut of the region as stated? Do distinct start­
ing points for the solutions of dy/di: = 3/1^(2=9); remain distinct 
tliroughout the region? V/e shall examine these questions* 
Since (loi) is uniformly elliptic^ A and C > 3 > 0 and 
1 
B/A £ Co The partials are continuous and "bounded on G -r G-o 
Therefore, a local solution of dy/dz = B/A; (2.$)^ exists at every 
point in G, T'v/o adjacent solutions cannot join since this v/culd 
deny the uniqueness of the solution of (2o9) at the point the solu­
tions meet a 
Y/e assert that the graph of every solution y(x) of (2s9) can 
be extended from boundary to boundary of G -r G' » Suppose the graph 
of y(x) lies entirely v/ithin G. Since 3/A is bounded av;ay from 
zero on G -r G', the slope of the graph regains bounded. The local 
existence theorem assures us that the solution exists for some into 
val < X < c<2 about the initial starting value. Let us extend 
this solution to a mairimum interval p. < x < p^. However, by hypo 
thesis we know a local solution exists at all points of G 4- G'j in 
particular, at the end points of the arc. In fact, by continuity 
of the solution of (2.$), the solution at the end points must be 
y(x). Nov/ the local existence theorem says the solution starting 
9 
ax exicta iii an open interval containing ,% ; iionce 
R . is not an end "oointo 'This denies the fact that p, was an end 
point of the nazcinrczi intervals Consecuently^ the solutions of 
( 2 . 9 )  must extend from "boundary to ooundaryo 
?or each poin- in G v/e assign a neighborhood see z(?) 
and ? are points to oe used in the difference eQuatioz in which 
P is the center points ?or our purposes I\(?) are the four adjacent 
points to ?o T/e assure P jZ rl(p)« Let h > 0 be a para::eter which 
measures the size of neighborhoods (or the size of the net): speci­
fically, let 
k = 4 :.:2% I p - Q I : 
IQc N(?) J 
over all points P in the given ne'J. Let G(h) denote net points 
in G and G'(h) the ne'c points on G-» 
Definition 2^3 
For a net G(h) -f G - (h) we define connectedness as follows: 
Given two points P 6 G(h)j c G(h) + G'(h)^ there is a "path" 
P = P , P» J P_ = Q. from P to Q, in which p 6 h'(P )» 
«L  ^  ^ ""-L S 
Note that since h'(?) is defined for interior points, all points 
P^ j i = 1, r-1 necessarily are in G(h). 
Since we have assumed that G t G' is connected, we will recuire 
it of G(h) + G'(h). If the net spacing is suiTiciently small, this 
can be accomplished. 
Let 
(2.10) \ /V'U - '1y 
denote the tangent and the positive direction along the curve 
10 
V" = constant. Let 
< 
(2.11) ^ - ( -ly, |.p /VJ / • \y 
denote the tangent and the positive direction along the cux-ve 
f = constants 
V/e now show that if v/e resolve ov.r differential eouation in 
terzzo of derivatives along the t, and t^ directions^ a simple five-
noint difference equation can be obtained, and the effects of the 
mixed derivatives are gone* This part of the theory is carried 
out in full generality where need not be a function of :: alone, 
'Therefore^ other curvilinear nets could be used, rather than the 
one v/e have introduced and the corresponding difference equations 
obtained for that net. 
Following the technique in Varga (14^ pp^ 166-188)^ we form 
with each net point a net region, Ue then integrate the differential 
equation over this net region» This method of forning difference 
equations has the disadvantage that it has a low order discrétisa­
tion error. It possesses two possible advantages: First, if we 
are working with a self-adjoint differential equation, then the 
associated algebraic system is also self-adjoint. In studies in 
which eigenvalues are of interest, this night be quite importante 
The r.'.ethod can be extended to cases where the smoothness of the 
coefficients of (l«2) is only piecewise. V/achspress p. 32-
38 and P» 7O-74) and Varga (14, p. 173-177j 190) discuss this for 
an equation in first canonical form. 
For actual computation, the joints 4 P S are numbered J. > ^ 5. J 
11 
serially and some way is used for designating- the points on the 
boundary. For the theoretical discussion^ double subscripts arc-
used for the points ; so v/e have point = (x.. ^  y_J. C'ho func-
tion evaluated at (%_. ^ y^) is denoted by u(%_. ^ y o-
u(ijô)s When the function is evaluated halfway between two net 
points J it is denoted by u(i -r j). 
Consider an arbitrary nex point in G(h) with coordinates 
(%_. g yAs shown in Figure 3^ the neighboring net points are 
(%. yj^ (x. j mid-point: 
— T_L J U.JU. 
on the lines connecting these points with y_. ) are (%_. , -, y . ) ^ 
- j •^ "•""'2 J 
1^--'-) rospectively, 
— O • 2 —"2 <J — J 2 
V/e foria a net region which contains the point 
(}:. j y.) c G(h)« Draw the curve T> = c ons tant through (%_. y_.) 
— D — • b' o 
and {z-z. y. ) « Then draw the curve ^ = constant tiirough 
— 2 0 
{y~., y...:) and (ic., y. -, )» Extend the T: = constant curves end the 
1 1 o~b" L 
^ = constant curves until the <1 = constant and v = constant 
curves intersects This for::.3 a region H associated with the point 
(:c ; y.j. A net region E is forced for each point in G(h), Fig­




gure 3o Not He^ion H 
integrate tiie aiiieren-Jial ecuaôion over the net region v/riôing 
it in terms of the new derivatives» 
Definition 2o4 
Y/'e define u. to be the directional derivative in the direction 
of t ; thus u = grad u •> t . Similarly, = grad u • t„<= 
1 ^2 
len, using (2.10) and (2.1l) 
13 
.y 
(2.12) = ( -)^ u + 
and 




z ^ y 
We solve for u and u in terms u, and u, . 
% y tg 




jcV + ly V' / 
and 
(2.15) U^= ly u 
1 Vï z + 'h %) / 'V^y • Lly)' 
To simplify writing, we let 





(2.18) J - >J^|y -
The differential equation is integrated over each net region E, 






v;e -use -GliG divorgence theorem to rov/rioo tlio firsx tv/o tercc of 
(2ol9) in the form 





where C is the boundary C^_, ^ and of the zet rei;iozi 3. 
(See figure 3») The derivatives 0:1 the right-hand side of (2.20) 
are written in terms of u^ and u^ using (2.I4) and (2,1$), Then 
(2.21) - I [(A- ^ '  -
1 
u + Bu In -r I j3u -r ou )n i a: 




: ''"Sx'-;: •  ^i; y'^ i X ' 1 :/ ' ^ 









;ince "by (2»5) tiie coefficient of u_._ vanishes» On the integral 
•"-I 
nas xne same lorrn excepx lor a change 01 sign. 
(2.22) - i }(Au_ -!- Bu )]1 + (Bu_ -r CuJn j ds 1 «y u (J -} 
15 
' j V. — \ — C'.- )u. dc, :/ ""2 




i (Au_ 4- 3u ) 
; J- J 
r 
( -; DU^ -r CU ) 
U C 
il.. I 0.3 y yj 




.^)_ ar+23 3^ 3-y + cj;pu de 
A» 
V.l_ 
since the cceffioient of u_, vmiahec. On C. the integral has the 4. 
same form except for sign change» 
r  
(2.24) - I r(l\, + 3uJ n^  4. J -f Cu ) n I ds y yj 
ClL 
r =^(n )  
-2( V } ( iK' '- y Cl: 
C. 
At this point v;e can see that if v/e discretize these ecuations 
v/e obtain a five-point difference formula v/here the effect of -jhe 
mizcod derivatives is absenûa Note that along C. v/e need a differ­
ence analog of v/hich can be obtained from a difference Quotient 
Ur\ " 
"usinff u (%_. , Y;) - , y. Similarly on v/e need the discre" 
inalog of and this can be obtained from a difference quotient 
UGir-i" j 2^ . ) - u(:-:. J y_.)o The vani^ liin^  of the coofi'icioiit 
of u. Oil C, and tlio var-ichiii^ of tlic coofi icioiii; of en C_ 
\ '2 
r.akes this possible„ 
lie v/ill x-Dw return to our special net where I^unerica 
integration does not give ^ ; however^ the integrals (2o2i). ( 2 . 2 2  
(2o23) and (2^24) can be v/ritter. iii terms of coefficients of the 




= -S/A , 
> 7 
t, = (Ogl) ^ 
(2.28) 



















I y ^2 






'; \/I^  4- U d 




. ! --. \ 









j.%( " -'X " y (2.36) ;  = 
I i=^u,  c:  
-'C,, V'A^  4. E^ ' 
' U/ 
•Therefore^ the lino iritegrai c-i-ound "tr.s net region 
C r 1 
(2.20) - \ I (A-ci._ + 3u ) (3u_ -r Cu J n I ds 
J —  J  —  t / t / _ l  
c 
is equal to 
(2.37) I 'A^ T ds - j '"" ~ ^  ' K. ds 
Jc, "2 -
~ 9 
d. • : ^'-—2 i li. Cis u 
I I—/; rn %, 
^ V + 3^ -
^ LL 
Up to this point we have looked at only the first tv/o teres 
of (2ol9) integrated over the net region» The ne:-:t two terns we 
rev.c?ite as follows; 
rr 
(2.38) Du dR = jC 
J J 











Cu azi = 
7 






(2.19) - I ^ (3;A_ 4- Cu J % 
J 7 
-• \ i ( jjU -r JjU. -f ? J.) 0.11 = 
J J -
7^  
r r  






VA^  ^  " 3 CLS -
"2 w 
u. ds. 
Va2 . B2 




i = r î - ' .  
/.2 ^  ->2 
'2 J 
13 
r r r r  
r1T> 
Jj 
FudS = S dR. 
Jj 
K fi 
op to "inis point no approzcimationa have boon madoo V.'e nov 
obtain a set of eouations which, is a discrete a^D'orœci.T.ation to 
icuation (l«3) oj"- G G- Te carry tnis out. we zirst discretise 
ipproiiiraation to equation (2.AO 
on each of the net regions. 
Consider an arbitrary net point with coordinates ^ y . ) « 
^ 3 
As sho'wn in figure the neighboring net points are 
(;c ,y_. {zc, .,y.) and (%. ^y^  .)<, The r.id-points on the lin 
- J • -J- X—- J ± J—J. 
19 
îoniiec oinr; tue ce pom v/ith (x. s.re (% : ij 
— . ! -L & ' V  , 1  -w il'"' 
{y._. ,,) i and respectively, 'To further simplify iabolir-o^  
we label the central point 0, the four neighbor net points 2, 
3, A  ^ respectivelyand the rid-points as 5^ 6, 7^ and o., as shown 
in figure A. 
To fcr:n the net region^ draw a line segment through point 5 
^ 
with direction t^(5)« (t. evaluated at point 5») Iht-Ce a similar 
construction at each of the points 6^ 7 8. Zzctend these line 
seci'cents in either direction until a Quadrilateral is formed. 
The sides are labeled and C^. 
net region for point 0«, V/e refer to it as 
discussing 
Tnis IS tne discrete 
ne "net region-' in 
when n = 
V 
the discretiaed eouationso Figure A shows the region 
V..: 
j • 
Figure A. Typical Biscretized Net Region 
20 
V/c :-ov/ a2)T)ro}:inatù qquation {2„yj) on tlio dicczoti^cd not 
region. 
On C, the function in the intejrand of ecuation (2„33) ic 
evaluated at 5o The derivative is replaced by the difference quo­
tient . evaluated at 5 and these constants are then taken outside 
of the integral <, The renaining integral is replaced by the path 
length. Analogous treatzent is given to the integrals on sides 
Opj and C^« This is done in equ^.tions (2.33)^ (2.34)^ (2.3$) 
and (2.36)» 
In writing the difference quotient^ the distance from point 
1 to point 0 must be calculated. Bather than use the actual coordi: 
ates of "ooint 1 and "ooint 0 to cor.route the distance,, the a'ovrozci-
I  - p  2  / \  '  
-ation h.\ /1 + is usedo This assurr.es the line frora "ooint 0 
-\l a'(5) 
to point i has slope 3(5)/a(5) and this nay not be ezactly correct. 
Due to the continuity of 3/A this error is small on a sufficiently 
small net region. 
Along 
(2.41) 11^ 
2 h,\/i ^ (3(5)/A(5)) 








ill) (^ (0) - u(i))^ :^ A=i- I 
A(bj 
J 
Q.; 1 ^  -j^"j -ly 
(2.z:Z.) - I -r B" u. dE 
w' '2 
4 Û ; . , I  ^  .  i i j j . i M l  
Alorg Cg 
(2.45) 
i;(2) - i:(0) 
and tlie of is 
11. -r/ 
^\/l + (B(6)/A(6))^ ; 2 
therefore J 
2 i AO -
(2.46) '; ''"LZfLl d£ 
; \/T2 _2' "1 
%, V 
L, ^  
~ " 1 0(6) - f4#| > (u(2) - u(0)) 
^ w; i J 
Sir:;ilarly 
2 
AC - 3 
(2.47) - i ds 
4,N&'- •' 
h.-rh. . r _2. ^ 
- -z# r Wo) 










\ rr / ^ \ 
(2.38) 3u 63 = ' ( D i - f u,. - ciR 
J J """ \ " "1 " 2 J 
/- R. 
r ore in 'co be discrc bizoda In cacli cace, the into^rr^nd is evalu­
ated at tile cent or of tlic net region and deriva-uive^ are rcjplaccc. 
by forv/ard differences. Tne net re^ion H : 
,2.:J) -g < -Jg . 
, - . ( "'^ i~"^ i-l \ ! "i "-i_l : (2,51) 1 5 1 • i ' g '•—I - a correction terra of order n' 
/ V ^ ' 
since 
jjfo) 3(8) ^  r) /3%_\ 
^-•52) ri^T - ir<ï7 ~ =y 
Y/e drop the correction terrj and use 
;'li^-rh,_^ i k \ 
(2.53) a(ij j) = ». "2 i ' \ '-'2 i ^2 the area of the 
\ I  
net region 'R„ 
I'Tov.' let us turn our attention to the integrals (2.48); (2^49)^ 
(2 <,39) and (2.33)0 The approximations are as follov/s: 
r r /ic .-rk . . , ,' h_. 4-h_. , 
(2.54) SdE - S(0).a(i, j) = S(0)! ^ ^ 
JJ \ ^ / < 2 
23 
12.  rc F(0)-ui(0).a(i, j) = P(0)u(0)i 
/I',-:-:-:.. , 
(2.56) ' iijuycix^  = 
3u^ dâ 3(0) 
'1 
/ 2u-v.'., 0 i 
\  h  
/ h. -r:l. 
Clio. 
(2.57) Du d-i 
I ' / "O 
Jj \ 
I 2 .  . ,2  ' \  






u(:)-u(0) , /  
I>Iote that in (2.57) v;e used 
fron 0 toi. This is not as : 
01 B(0)/à(0) for the slope 
food an approj;i.^:ation as 3(5)/A(5) be: 
, j .ves a  y aiscr-e'uisa'ion ana aces nox incroaae tne order oï 
tne aiscrexizaxion srror* 
the above results, the discretisation of 
(2c,40) on -che net region H gives 
(2.58) â(i,j)%(i;j) -X(i,u)-(i-l)ô) - r(i;j)%(i+l,j) 
- t(ijj)u(i,jfl) - b(i,j)u(i,j-l) 
= s(i,j) ^  a(i,j) C(i,j), 
'.vliere c(i;j) is the truncation error which absorbs all the error: 
of discretization^ and where 
A. .-T-X . 
(2.59) 
(2.60) r(i,j) = 
2h, 
a( i-h'-, i ) 
^"i-1 
3(i.j-.\-) _ Z(i.,i^ :T) 
A(i;j-y) A(i, j^-if) 
_) S( i , .i-r:,') 
(2.61) = i: ! 0(1*3+%-) - yr|— 
-v ^  l. ^ ~ v - ;/ u • 2 ; 
^ 0 J J. 
(2.62) b(i,j) = ^ 0(1,j-a-) i 2k,_, 
v o -
(2.63) d(l,j) = i(l,j) + r(l,j) + t(l,j) + b(l;3) 4 
and 
(2.64) s(i,j) = 8(i,G)a(i,j) . 
'The $(i,j) tern is dropped and the resulting equation is "uhe dic-
cretised equation used to co:.:pute u a'u the point (::^ , y^). 
— j 
For each point {2:, j 7^) of the net v;here u(i^j} is unicnov/n^ 
— J 
v/e write eouation (2*58), Therefore^ there is one linear equation 
derived at each point -where the value of u is unIcncv;no Each point 
is coupled to the four adjacent neighbors, giving rise to a "five-
>ror.; tne secona oraer teres oi -^ne aiiferenxiax eq'uaticn aoes not 
change order of nagnit'ude with order of magnitude change in step 
siaoo Therefore, the equations do not have to be rescalea wi^h 
change in nex sise in machine comp-utation^ However, for comparison 
with the differential equation, the contributions to the algebraic 
equations must be divided 07 a(i^j) and will change in inagnitude 
as h 0 0 
In setting up the system of equations, we follow Varga (ih, 
p. IG7). First, number the net points where u is imknov.^i along 
= cons tant from loft to right and top to bottom, calling this 
thj "natural ordering'' of the net region aa shown in figure 2. 
Thon niunber the pointe where u rc known, cay^ on the boundaryu 
Transpose the parte of the equation that have been evaluated 1:0 'u: 
right-hand side. V/e then arrange each ecuation v/ith the unl:nounc 
in ascending orderu In writing this cyst em v;e put the ecuation 
)\v that of the previot 
a system of ecuations 
( 2 0 6 5 )  Û . U  =  
is the coefficient matrix of the unknownsand u is the vector 
of unhnown values u(i^j) at net poin-jso c is a vector v/hich is 
formed from 3 evaluated at net points and from the solution function 
u given in boundary conditions of the problema 
%ote the f ollov/ing properties of CX : 
Ij IS realt 
2 )  Since A > 0, C>G^ and hC - 3^ > 0, h can be taken small 
enough; depending on the magnitude of 3^ C and E so that 
r, t and b > 0 in the difference equation (2,58)0 In equations 
{-"Dd)) (2,56) and (2o57) the coefficient of P is multiplied by an 
2 0(h ) factor, the coefficients of E and 3 are multiplied by an 0(h) 
factorj while the remaining terms of the difference equation do not 
approach sero as h—> 0« 
3) ?or ? e G(h) %(?) E G(h), d = r + t b + P-a(i,j) 
Since ? > 0 and all other terms are positives if the conditions of 
property 2 are satisfied, iX has positive diagonal elements and 
ncn-DOsitive off diagonal elementso 
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4) If P € G(h) and some Q, € N(P) in G», then d is greater 
than the sum of the off diagonal elements since one or more off 
diagonal terms has been transposed to the right hand side of the 
eq.uation "before d was formed and is not an unknov/n. This trans­
position of an off diagonal term does not affect the magnitude of 
the diagonal, "but reduces the sum of off diagonal terms in the 
equation corresponding to point P. 
5) If P > 0, dis strictly diagonally dominant. If P = 0, 
strict dominance occurs only in rows of CX where the corresponding 
net point has neighbors on G'. 
6) If D = E = 0, then the differential operator L and the 
corresponding difference operator are both self-adjoint. 
Proof of 6); 
The self-adjointness of Lu is evident. 
In matrix CL there are as many rows as net points at which u 
is unknown in the region E. The mth row of CL is the set of co­
efficients of the eq_nation corresponding to the mth net point in 
the region. The ordering of the unknowns and equations is such 
that the diagonal entries of ÛL are the elements d of (2.58). Let 
us examine the element n/ ofd» The index m corresponds to the 
mn 
mth net point and the index n to the nth net point in the serial 
ordering of the net points of R. That is, is the coefficient 
of the nth unknown in the mth equation. If net point m and net 
point n are not neighbors, this coefficient is zero. 
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Figure 5» Het Ecgicns for Poi&tz rn and n 
Nov/ let us take a specific sccampla as snovm in figure 3 v/nere 
net point n lies directly belov; net point :n alone the curve in = 
constan-, The coefficient is computed by an appro;:i.T^0ion 
of a line integral of the for;:i 
r 
(2.65) t :r(:c^)r)ii^ zr, (is 
xj, '1 '2 
'w 
directed along the path fron left to right» Our discrete appro;-:i-
.T.axicn of this value is 
(S).66) =»(::*, )-(ipath. length); 
J. A ^2 
whore fy) is the evaluation of f(:c^ y) at the rviid-point be-
t'.73en points n and n (see figure 5)^ is the positive distance 
from rn to n, and the normal is directed dov/n (outward) as the minus 
sign on n. indicates. The coefficient of u(n) in (2.66) is 
'2 
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(2.67) f(%*; y*)(-n )(path. length) / h. 
2 
This is the entry in the mth row and nth colxmrn of (%. 
We next look at the nth row of d. The term (the co­
efficient of u(m)) in this equation is derived from the line integral 
(2.68) I f(x,y)u n ds. 
The integration is from right to left; hence the outward normal is 
n, . The discrete approximation of (2.68) is 
•^2 
(2.69) f(%*; y*) n^  '(path length), 
where the terms are defined as "before. The coefficient of u(m), 
(2.70) -f(x*, y*)n, ' (path length) / h, 
2 
is identical to (2.67), i.e. This establishes the 
symmetry of do 
7) If]D = E = 0, results of Varga (14, pp. 17-23) show that 
d is positive definite. 
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c0n\/e3ge2tce 0? tse ])ippe3s:ce 0pe5.l003 to ei2 dippehel-'oili, opsaocs 
IVû derived the difference eo^atior. 
(3.1) d(i,j)u(i,j) - r(i,j)u(i+l,i) -
-t(i,j)u(i,j+l) - b(i,j)u(i,j-l) = 
For coy.iputatio:-! purposes it is advanxajocus to have the operator 
in this fora since the i^ignitu.de of the terzs of this operator is 
not changed significantly by order of n:ar;nitude changes in net size 
h. l\Q\'i consider the difference operator L./a obtained by dividing xhe 
left hand side of (3.I) by the appro:.:i::ate area a(i.j)^ 
(3.2) 
Lj^ "a is cozipared to Lu^ , or, alternatively^  v;e work with ll,_u = L,."u -
(3C.3) 2i,u=I-:, u-T-li^u-T- ILu -r il.u -r LL-u. -r Uyn 




x.i^ u 2 a(5) i 1_ 
2 A(7) 
h . -rh . 
.-r.C . 
0 ô-
1 1-1 >v 1 ! n. -v.T--.v_. ^ 
' 3(6) 5fôl\ \ 
; a(w) " 1(5^ . 
(u^ o ) - u ( l ) )  ,  
(u(3)-u(0)}^ 
( 3 . 6 )  L i  u  k.(k^+k. ) 1 c(°) - rfly Ï 
j 0 3-1 v v 













u( 1 )-\x{ 0 ) : 
J 
Pu, we compare tl u with 
n 
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(l.l) Mu = - (Au^ + BUy)^ - (Bu^ + CUy)y + Du^ + Eu^, 
where both Mu and M^u are evaluated at the same interior point we 
denote by 0. 
Two theorems can be proved. The first requires more smooth­
ness of the coefficients of the differential equation. It estab­
lishes the "order of the method" or what is the maximum rate of 
convergence that can be erpected of the method in the general case. 
The second uses only strong enough conditions on the coefficients 
of the differential equation to insure the solution of the differ­
ential equation to be a continuous function of the region and the 
boundary conditions. 
Theorem 3.1a 
Let Mu and M^u be the operators previously defined. Suppose 
A, B, C £ , A and C are bounded away from zero, and D and 
E 6 . Let u 6 C^. Let the method used to. compute the net 
2 
region be order h • Then there is a constant K > 0 and an h such 
o 
that when h < h 
— o 
(3.10) Mu - M^ u < K h 
in G(h). 
Theorem 3»ib 
Let Mu and M^u be the operators previously defined. Suppose 
A, B, C c and D, E £ A and C are bounded away from 
2 
zero. Let u £ C . Let the method used to compute the net region 
2 be order h . Then 
j.1z 
i l  — 0  
— j_;. U. :..a — u_ 
or^ ecuivalentij ^ ilisre io a function v;(n) %uch the." 
liîv.it \v(h) = 0, 
n—-• 0 
— 1.1. "U. i"*--/ ! 
for all li sufficiently snail * 
These theorors are neodod to crove converjonce tneorG^Zc V.'e 
ahcv; that the convergence of the discrete solution to -:he ccntinuox 
solution i3 at a rate "oro-oor-^icnal to h v;hen , 11, u - Liu ! < IC h» 
' i l  i  —  
This is the best that can he obtained. v;ith lihis five-^oint fcrnula 
and the net forced as descrioedo Only Theorem 3cla is provedo 
T'heorec julb follov;s v;i-ih appropriate modificationso 
Before showing; the convergence of the difference operator h.. 
to the differential operator LI^ we need sczc preliminary eetiza-ez, 
Once the net is determined, the slope s of the line, cay^ fro: 
0 to 1 is determined^ I'le show that this slo^e s is closely a^^rozi 
by (3/A)(5), y ' = 3/Ji. evaluated at 
the midpoint of the line from 0 to 1* 
Corresponding to the two theorems 3,la and 
sets of theoremsc. They have the a and c labels 
sectiono The first is the stronger theorem and 
stronger hypothesis^ 
Theorem 3o2a 
v/e gei: zwc 
throughout this 
necessarily has a 
Let Ay By and C 6 C , Let Ay C > j > 0. Suppose the net 
2 
region is calculated by a method, of order h « Let s be the slo3 
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of the line frcy.i 0 to 1. vhon there e^ist con :nci 
— o 
- (5: ic ~of o 
i-e u ^ sj ^ \ J  . —O J  u Uu ouuùcso uiie ne 
.c calculated oy a r.:ei:hcc ox oraer n ^ ns u_.0' 
01 line fro." 0 to la — u-iC 
\7(h) = 0, h such that h 
o 
lunc^ion v/j xizzr. 
irri^xies 
(3.14) f (5) 
Similar estimates hold at "ooin^ 7 
Before provinji Theorezi 3c2a some preliminary results are ch-
Lnedi V,'e first cuote v.vo ^heore^.s frczi Coddin^ton and Levinscn 
(3 \ J J pw ) >. 
or03 /ol - he'z i •- Lip; in a aoniaizi i) oi 
dimensional î't. 
on 
s^ace, suu^Gse 13 a sciu~icn 
V c;.L I 1 « p Go 'jjhen^ if_ 
unere e%ist: 
J : a < C < 0 
bhere exists a u: 
Gnax 1 or any v; ^ 
s-\y(l) : 
••vith C; ( 1 
d: 
V 
nicue solution o cf 
"r , l i: / = 
1 se 
< "C < b 
yor o'ur "orooleni 
over ^ 9 é C on the ( n4-2 ) -
("c , 1 ) € ï 
IT = B/hj B is tv/o-diziensional o v ci 
;7c will 00 iziueresteL nou in This "cneoren dux ixg successor 
(3, p. 23): 
•Theorem 7.2 - Let the hypothesis of 7*1 Laoovej oç 
and su^oose f exists and f c C in Then 
x x 
saôisiiea. 
C" on V 
ma moreover 
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det Cp ^ (t; 1:, 3 ) = exp tr f^(s, (p(s,T, | ))d 
Note if f(x,y) £ then M e C^. Further ^ and ^ 
^ dx"^ dx d| 
are continuous. We use the continuity of ——^ and -f— in 
the proof of Theorem 3»2a. 
From Henrici (lO, p. 64) a general one-step method is written 
in the form 
(3.15) i y^' 
where J is called the increment function, Henrici (lO) gives a 
definition on pages 64-65 and 68 for the order of a "one-step method". 
We summarize as follows: 
Let (x ,y ) "be in a < X < b, - 00 < y < oc, Let 
n' n — o — ' 0 
y(x,2:^ ,y^ ) be a solution of y' = f(x,y), f £ C^ , passing through 
A method is called "of order p" if there are constants K and 
h such that h < h implies 
o — 0 
(3.16) y(yh,z^ ,y^ ) - - h5(x^,y^î h) < K 
where p is the largest integer for v/hich this inequality is possible. 
If the differential equation y' = B/A is solved by a "one-step" 
method, we require that the order be at least 2, Then 
(3.17) I  
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Let "be the coordinates of point 1, the coordinates 
of point 5, and the coordinates of point 0. Let t^ be the 
intercept on the line x = of the solution of y' = B/A passing 
through Denote this solution by y(x,t^). Let y(x,t^) 
and y(x,t^) be similarly defined. Let y*(x) be the solution through 
(3.19) 





(3.20) y^ = è(y(2!:^,\) + 
wisn xo compare s wx"cn ^ 
point 5* 
V/e h t ith j(5)« First v/e expand s about 
(3.21) 8 = ^  j^y(5) + -^(5)(::i - y^) + -^5)(t^ - t^) j 
- ^ ^y(5) + - y^) + 'i^5)(t^ - t^) j 
)' 
-Arft K - - ^5) " & ^  - -(=5)^ j 
where and are suitable mean values. 
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( 3 . 2 2 )  
Further rewrite 
(3.23) t^ - t^ as (t^ - %)/2 + [ (\ + -b^)/2 - t^] 
and 
(3.24) - t^ as (t^ - t^)/2 + [(\ + %)/2 - ] . 
Then (3.21) becomes 

















[ !i!!£ -t ' 
1 
5J • 
Since "^ "^ (5) = j (5)> what remains of (3.25) is the difference be-
tv/een j (5) and the true slope s. 
#5) < K h. 
— 1 
iZ i: since is bounded and the method of computing the net assures 
us t^  - t^  is O(h^ ). Since ^ ^ £ C^, if we re-expand 
^ 2c 
'1. r \ 2 • a 2 
l 
about point 5j we see this term is 0(h ), 
V 
y(-^ /"o) = '^ o, "gg = :)y = l;/(:-i;\) + 
Uy "r 'ij ^  
(3o26) , ^ : = b- ! ) -:- - y(::,,,) 
v i J -i- v ^ — -
V/e G:-:pund each function on tho ri{;nt-han(l side of (3o26) a'bov.t 
bho solution of y' = ±)/l pi 
-jhrour-h ^ )„ Tiiuc the tor212 on the ri;Vh"i; hand side of 
y -
vci;atic:2 (5o26) are as follov/s : 
/ ^ \ / ± o \ (3«27) y(:-:__,t,, j = ir'-{zc ) 4- -v—j- {'<l,)\ 5 j; 
J - J VU ^ 
(3.28) f 
(3«29) = y-'k--^) ~ -y) "t^ 
•1 
u 
0 \  
2 :..2 2 
' c \ /''i " '^ 0\2 
v ' 2 dt^ 
(3.30) y(:: -'-:^(::c)(:': - :C::) + — 
-o'-o^ -i)/ ' 2 ^ 
-, 2 \ p 0 — 0 . 
- -g)'" - -ritft^^o^^^o - v 
2 
Thereforej 
<: ^ 6- = _(ç)ys (cc'c) 
v v^/" 
r£. 
c33^  "{ "vo %0"28j c.c" 
^ g •' 
9-tî. Bo.vx'zloo or^ pgsn o-i r_t2-r_ oznss-g 
"ozez ":o.-j pap-noq ses o p~- T sscclclr.g »_Q 
o  r \  
s" 
n sscaar.f; 
0 'e q.31 
30co9-.2 
t)??r. 3- stgc-^ r-oci/jj ? 'agii;,'. -n^ -.-srtîo.'a go ~"o u:9j:oo-r_ sttr.r, 
• 0 -v- 0 "o -otic-n; 
/ ( 'a -:- (:)( c vr.p 4- ' r."'^  ,'• f- = ^ ^  \ ~"'P (%)--(0)1"-"^' ' " se'c) 
l'-3".t, - (  vv *a0t,v0j: lov: •?"! 
oir.c-roo o?_ pocti po"q.?i': 0l;i 
Ps.r.r: psp^ '.r.co eorr; o p--
? "1^ - ssoclc'nç 
* r\ Tn-T '"A 
" 23oac.r.3 %o ? 0 C r- C. 
'(l)(v/z) 0 o: ( 
3"-:t eri or. sr.-q. cojiosTrq. or 
"9.-0- ttoatc :.0" 
oitj : rl::3:r."oo 
ctc -nnt :c. OA or -:' nirn tr^  
rOT" TD- r." a g-:ot) 2- '8a%:!.?atj:3z i-zj-ç- ori po^ ---zj^ z 
co q.r:r/;.t nio-r-^ c.::s ori ootits q.-r:oxjjtp 3j:o3 sx o_3'~c i"0 
'-0acj:a 
f%\z. 
. u:3j:osr,t. ( -r'^n --"tt 0z3 r'zcei \g.,- --
^ r _ ••' r» 
ïill \ % .o 
6 
^ r, 
' -'o > -
• / • 
3,-v 
r -' ; 
("^x—- : 
. t C 1 ^r'-t'sv: ' 
'\ô e~a -'/% i_ — " - f- — 'r. 
- r-r/sci;: - r^rz-x)/: 4- (-c'61 \ • I \ / \ / \ / \ ' 
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V,j.cra v.\ .12,3 "o;ie -i::: v/. - uu 
h—> u -
'I'iieorsr. 3o3a deper-ds up ou. the slope 3 of vhe liiio fron 0 -o 
1 boizj ecual to (3/a)(5) plus c:: L" correctiozio C-hoorezi 30^ 
us03 the fcot t-io alopo s is &ppro::izato& by (3/j.) (5) v/itli ci orr( 
h \.(h)j ulioz-o lir.1 V:(li) = Go .1 proof ic givcci for Thooro::: 3"3-
-1 —:> o 
end c straijhtforv.erd nodificaticu of this proof v/ill cuffioa for 
proof of tlieorc.v; 3-3^-
I:: uhis section or. coz-.^arisoz: of the diffcroiioe o-orator II u 
and l-u^ wo use 'T\ (u^h) to denote couiided functions on G -- ^ and 
v:. (h) to denote functions v/ith "the property lia vr (h) = 0. 
' (h) 
In order to est^olish the Yalidi'cy of The or or: 3w3&^ v/s expand 
u(l) - u(0) about poin'i: 5 c.nd truncate at the third derivative^ 
(3.34) li(o) - u(l) = u(5) - u - 4" 
^ o 
. 2_ 2 2 
u(5) -r y 5)2^ -
2 2^ i 
-.v ii^  s 
f u (5)"^ -— !' •^ - T'" " (Pimcjion of third inr ^ / r, / ^ 4 ' '' 8 r 46 
i 
derivatives of u)o . 
vhe rezaindor term involving third derivatives is bounded on G 
The second derivatives cancel so that re have 
3 
I (5) ' =J \ ' (recaijider). 
Since s = (b/a)(5) h" • (bounded function^ a(5)-s = 3(3) 
t- Lr ' . 
40 
(3.3;) = -2 < (.lu^^ -:- 4- :- ; 
v.'lierc 9, is c "bcuindcd : .L.:ctio:i of third, derivatives of u ar-d seconc 
derivatives of aolv.tionc of the c-cnation y' = 3/a_, ac aâcerted by \ 
. 0-..W 
uzacr wjZG sazo r.ypoxaos 
\;iiere 'i' 
= -2 -! -r 3^  )(7) -r (/ ---l ^ 
Uiider th.3 hypotLoôis of tnsorc;:; 3-3^ 
(3.37) 2A(7)K;^ = -2 ^ (A-^^, 3-a J(7) h, ,v.v(h) 
•> 
' % y'\ '' <: 
i^roof CI Thacrem 
\:e v/rixe xiie renaininr; ai-iorence "uerzc o- ..i._v.^  give^. cy ecua-
tiozLS (3*3) throLijh ( 3.$), ir. tsrzï$j of dorivativoc ard rej^âizders. 
(3.38) (6) ^ , 
vj 
where T is a boundsd functio:: of third derivatives of u on G -f G-o 
(3.39) . .(g) * 
"3-1  ^
i_1 -/ ^ 
io a counaed fuzictaoii 01 third derivatives of u or. G G-^ 
z_ 
In terms involving D and vie estimate, using forward differences^ 
(3-40) ^ (0) k,? , 
"j y u 3 
and 
A  ^  J  
/ -I \ \ 
r\ 
'O ^  
G-'iC socor.o. CL0riVu":-~V0C oi 
Ol. Lr -.- U" • 
/ ^ .' r\ \ 
v v 
C0-i.-i.3 , jv v v -0^ 
-lo/-
Û J (j:a .-^ -3u j (7) -r •r(i')-
(3u/4) 





::,u = 'J. ( 5 ) -r Ic . 
i y' ^ j- i  C ( 8 )  - (o)  
% I: = 2(0) i -(3/A)(5)('^ _(0) ^  Y/I-J 4. u.(0; -j ./ u v -v 
%"6 
(3.47) -.: ^  u o ^  -  -  J  •  o J 
ri m 
'O 'J 
—  ^ J 
(3.42) throi^rh (3.47); are all bounded;; hence, the teriv:, 
these ere all 0(iij on G f G' u 
/ ^  , r-.\ 
— t i .  —  uy{6) c{û)-^(û). = (6)- ylo), 
(3-^49) |c(8)- -(8)1 = ( 3u ^+Cu ) ( 0 ) - J i 3 ) ( Au^_->3-a _ ) ( o 
' P' IVr- ?*• ' to ccrvipare li^(O) with (E^u)(0}o in craer uo .T.a.ce "jni; 
comparison, v/e expand those terms not already of order h in Ihu 
ill a Taylor-c formula abou.': tao 'ooiat ûo alio nssdod cii'^aacioac 
i'jil 
_ wx xuv. 




• /  •--, 1 "'•"• 
"i "6 
vaicrc a, aù a oouiiaoa luacxioa oi 
oocoaa aaziva^ivsc 
ra ao:'a\'aaavaa G:' " 
à «lie roaaiaàûr of u j  u ^ —  
ziate (3/^ (5) for tao olopo cf xhs iir e iiroa u "Jo _ 
(3^51) (âU.v JlZyA?) = l'j -
: ~n, 
; o 




" •^7 'J 
.ar uo '2.C fora^ â by . .-UO-a 
0: 'Jayio: Ce- —C.L, V V.i u-iO'-. 
».3os; tw; 2= -:- —-
-- — v t/ 
(0; 1_ 2,-1 
(3.53} :(8) = -(0: \  __  
^ j 7; ig; le" ;-- >' 
(3 ^ 54) JK^) - •^ -./•- cu j'^ 0^ —7 -.-
(305) (3u /;-0u )(g) ^  (^u _.-rCu_)(0) - -^ (au ^ -;- Cu.j(û)~ 
:3.5g) 3-a^)(6) = (a 3--.,)(0) -:• -#-(A=,+ 
J oc/ — 3i:ya0;-t 
.2 .-., 
ô?; -buy)(8 ::(a: -:.3u^ )(0)-
(3.58) :^(5) = :^(0) 
wiiûr: 
"10' -"11 12- •13^ 
iiid 
14 
are rer.iaiiiasrs 01 aayioi 
v j —  01 u,, iirs-; anc- soco;:c ^ cr_va 
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EXISTENCE OF THE SOLUTION OP TEE DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
AND CONYERGENCE TO THE SOLUTION OF THE DIFFEBEl^TIAL EQUATION 
Proofs of existence of solutions of the difference scheme and 
convergence to the correct solution of the differential equation 
have "been done for a quite general Dirichlet problem in the litera­
ture. See Motzlcin and Wasow (12), Bers (l), Parter (l3)j and Parter 
and Greenspan ($). Some of the above authors proved convergence 
for a different class of differential equations, and some for a re­
stricted class where generalization was possible. Also convergence 
of a class of difference operators to a more restricted differential 
operator was done. 
Convergence proofs all depend upon proving a maximum principle 
for the difference equation similar to that for elliptic differ­
ential equations. A sufficient condition for a maximum principle 
is that a difference scheme be of "positive type". This is a pro­
perty our difference operator possesses and is defined later. 
The convergence proofs presented here are adaptations of those 
given in Parter (I3) in his treatment of the Laplacian. Further, 
most of Parter's proofs are either left to the reader or referenced 
to an earlier work of Bers (l) concerned with a special approxima­
tion to the Laplacian. We supply proofs to the theorems in the 
context of the difference equations of this paper. 
Now v/e prove a maximum principle for the class of difference 
operators of positive type, a class which includes our difference 
operator. From this, the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
of the difference equations follov;. 
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Let H(1I) denote the set of all real valued functions on the 
net region G(h) + G'(h), 
Definition 4«1: 
Let "be a linear operator mapping ïï(h) into ïï(h) v/hich has 
the following form: 
(4.1) (M.u)(P) =, g-(P,P)u(P) -  I  P € G(h). 
^ Q € N(P) 
We say is of positive type if 
(4.2) a) (r(P,q) > 0, %(= M(P) + j^p} ,  
t) cr(p,p) - Z (r(P,Q) = 0. 
0, € N(P) 
Note that our difference operator, the right hand side of equation 
(2.58), satisfies these conditions. 
Theorem 4»^ (&ïaximum Principle); 
Let F(P) be a non-negative function defined on G(h), Let 
G(h) + G'(h) be connected. Let (M^ U)(p) of positive type £ H(h). 
(4.3) (M^u)(P) + P(P)U(P) < 0, P € G(h), 
then 
(4.4) u(p) < max < 0, max U(Q) V 
I Q£ G'(h)j ' 
Moreover, if the same hypothesis holds and u(p) assumes a non-nega­
tive maximum at. an interior point, then u(p) is constant. 
Proof; 
Deny the first conclusion. 
Case 1. Assume 0 = max •| 0, max U(q) \ , then u(p) > 0 at some 
I Q6 G'(h)j 
interior point. Choose from the set of points ^ £ G(h) 
• O Vk J. y 
loi'viibcr c 
fro- "die hy^otlis: 
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, --J 
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_,gx(q) . 
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?oi%t ? v/hero 
-/ "d ?) is Z.01: ccns-oanxo then "c/ie 'oroox ac 
aew cygotaeciG aiiov/s us to choose 
' ^ 
ax j.ea£^  one zeigjioorizij '.'zziue is zcss 1:1:^ 1 
u has a positive zazcinurn in G(h)j then u is cons 
n r. I ; .' 1 ry 1 (hinirArn Principle): 
If 




to u(P ) C G as s —?• oo if for € > 0 there is s such that 
^ s 0 
I  I  ^  ®  
for any £ G(h(s)) when s > s^. 
Here the point set P^y changes for changing s» The functions 
Ug change and are in general not comparable. Hov/ever, u(Pg) is de­
fined for all Pg € G and so is always comparable to the functions 
Definition 4*4: 
Let ^^3^ be a linear operator of the form 
cr(p,p)u(p) -Z tr(P,Q)u(Q) 
Q € N(P) 
of positive type mapping H(h(s)) into ïï(h(s)). Vie say the sequence 
^ "uniformly consistent" sequence of approximations 
to the differential operator M if for every function u(p) v/hich is 
defined and twice differentiable on G + G' we have 
(4.15) (mb(syu)(p) = (mu)(p) + t(u,pg,h(8)). 
h(s)), the truncation error, is bounded in absolute value 
by ô(u,h(s)), a positive continuous function for h > 0^ v/ith 
j(u,0) = 0. 
Theorem 4*3: 
Let L be a uniformly elliptic operator of the form (1,2); Let 
2 
u £ 0 , Then 
(4*16) u(p) < max I U(Q,) + K max } (MU)(p) + p(p)u(p) 
Q on G' q in G 
The proof is given in Courant and Hilbert (4, Vol. II, pp. 329-330). 
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For convergence of the difference operator, v/e need a discrete 
analog of this theorem. 
Theorem 4*4? 
Let "I G(h(s)) + G'(h(s))^ he a sequence of nets converging 
to G + G'. Let he a sequence of uniformly consistent approxi­
mations to the differential operator M, defined on the sequence 
of nets / G(h(8)) + G'(h(s))j-. let F(z,y) > 0 be defined on 
•^G(h(s)) + G'(h(s))^. Then there are constants K and such that 
(4.17) u < max I u 1 + K max j M,/ \U + Pu 
on G'(h(8))  
for all functions u £ on G + G' and for all nets of the h(s)^ 
such that s > s . 
— o 
Proof; 
Let a be a positive number to be specified later. Let x be 
the first coordinate of the point P in G« Let z be a number larger 
than any x associated with the set G + G', There is always a num­
ber z since G + G' is bounded. Let u = e^, so for each point-P 
in G we evaluate at the first coordinate of P. 
For u = e^ 
(4.18) Mu(p) = M(e^) = ( -a^A(P) - a(A^(P) - D(P)))e^, 
where M is the differential operator (l.l). 
We will be using the function (e^^ - e^^). Since a > 0 and 
z > X, (e^^ - e^) > 0. We can assume without loss of generality 
that X > 0, i.e. that the region G + G* is in the right-half plane. 
If the region G -f- G' does not satisfy this condition, we would use 
the alternate function. 
(4^20) 
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COMPARISON OF METHODS AND RESULTS 
As an example, consider the boundary value problem involving 
the differential equation 
(5.1) + v=°-
Greenspan and Jain (8) use this example on the unit square 
with corners (0,0), (l,0), (0,l) using a nine point differ­
ence formula v/hich gives an operator of positive type. The net 
used is rectangular and the difference equations and the net are 
"natural" to the region in the sense that no interpolation is needed 
to determine boundary points. The values on the boundary are gener­
ated by evaluation of 
(5.2) u = xy + I y(i - y) 
on the boundary for solution of the difference equations. This 
is also a solution of (5»l)« The discretization error is a func­
tion of the third derivatives of the solution multiplied by step 
size, i.e. 0(h), Since the third derivatives vanish, the differ­
ence equation and the differential equation have"the same solution. 
The solutions obtained by Greenspan and Jain match the accuracy of 
the machine. 
The method we propose requires extra computation, the solution 
of dy/dx = B/A. However, this initial calculation reduces the num­
ber of neighbors from eight to four for each interior point and 
results in simpler difference equations, which, in turn, implies 
less machine operations per iteration. We use a "natural" region 
as shown in figure 7, page 69, where no interpolation is needed on 
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the 'boundary. The discretization procedure used approximates the 
•boundary of the net region by straight lines. Further, 
the slope of the lines connecting net points are approximated by 
the value of B/A at the midpoint of the line connecting the points. 
Therefore, we cannot expect, and do not get, exact values when solv­
ing the difference equations on this problem. Except in special 
cases, neither our method nor the method of Greenspan and Jain will 
give an exact solution. 
Some other comparisons between the methods can be made. Our 
method includes terms involving first partial derivatives. Their 
inclusion req.uires that the net he "sufficiently small" to insure 
that the differential operator is of positive type. Greenspan and 
Jain (8) require different formulation of the difference equations 
depending on the sign of the mixed derivative term of (l.l)j our 
method does not. Even though "both methods require that the equation 
he uniformly elliptic in order to insure convergence, both'the ex­
ample of Greenspan and Jain and ours use a region where (I.3) is 
parabolic on two sides of the boundary. Both methods give good 
results in this example. 
Starting with the standard form, u + 2Bu + Cu , for the 
' ^  xy yy' 
elliptic operator, Greenspan and Jain use uniform step size in both 
the h direction and in the k direction, i.e. h. = h. _ and 
' 1 1-1 
kj = kj_^. V/ith this restriction in net spacing, they require the 
ratio k/ h to satisfy 
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( 5 . 3 )  <  C( x , y )  
at each point to ensure an operator of positive type. To obtain a 
theorem in the large, they choose a condition to ensure (5*3) as 
follows; If 
(5.4) Sup |B(x,y)| < inf , 
then the selection of h and k so that 
( 5 . 5 )  s u p  | B ( % , y ) |  <  I  < 
will satisfy (5 . 3 ) *  These restrictions ezclude solving 
(5.6) + 2x1 + (x + 1/9) tiyy = 0, 
since (5 .4 )  is not satisfied. Our method has no such restrictions. 
The restriction that the equation be uniformly elliptic is 
sufficient to guarantee that the difference equation be of positive 
type. This in turn gives us a maximum principle so that uniqueness 
of the solution of the difference operator and convergence, to the 
differential operator is assured. Further, v/e are assured that an 
iterative method, such as GaussSeidel, will solve the difference 
equations. 
Our method has no restrictions requiring uniformity of the 
h^ step size. The initial step in the y direction can be chosen. 
Thereafter, in general, the method of computing the net precludes 
t h e k .  f r o m  b e i n g  e q u a l .  F u r t h e r ,  t h e  f r e e d o m  i n  c h o i c e  o f  s t e p  
0 • 
size allows interpolation on the boundary without changing the order 
of the method. 
Our program for approximating the solution of the boundary 
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value problem is v/ritten in two parts. First, the equation 
dy/dx = B/A is solved numerically to obtain net points. A machine 
plot showing net points and curves | = constant is made. An ex­
ample appears in figure 7j page 69» 
Since the generated net may not coincide with the "boundary 
of the region G + G', interpolation on the boundary, if needed, 
is done at this stage. V/e have a region in which they coincide for 
the example. 
The theory developed in this paper solves the equation 
(5.7) - (Au^ + BUy)^ - (Bu^ + CUy)y + Du^ + Eu^ + Pu = S. 
We first put the equation 
(5.1) + = ° 
2 in that form. We then see that A =1, B = y xy, and C = -^ xy. 
Then the first two terms of the left-hand side of equation ( 5 » 7 )  are 
2 2 (5.8) - (u^ + J xy - (J xy u^ + i xy u^)^ = 
- (u + 7 iy u + i xy u ) - |yu - I u _ I 
xx • 3 "xy • "yy' ' yy 2 "y 3 ^  ^x 
so 
(5.9) D =^3:, 
and 
(5.10) E = J y + ^  , 
Next, the coordinates of the net, the neighbors of each interior 
point, the boundary values and the differential equation are used 
as input in the second program. A system of equations is generated 
and solved by Gauss Sâdel iteration. No attempt is made to speed 
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Figure 7» Hegion G + G* with Net Size = .1 
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Figure 10. Typical Approximations of u jcx 
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